JUMANO LOCATIONS IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH
Discussions of the Jumano in anthropological and historical literature usually treat them as a "mystery" or a "problem. "A part of the mystery is the apparent breadth of reference of the term. The Jumanos were perceived by the Spaniards as a single nacidn, a term which may be loosely translated as either "nation" or "tribe." It has never been clear whether the many, geographically diffuse occurrences of the name constitute references to what was, in any real sense, a single ethnic group. It has also been suggested that "Jumano" may have been-like "Chichimeco"-a broader, generic designation based on some selected cultural, physical, and/or linguistic characteristics. Attempts to resolve the "Jumano problem" have confronted the necessity, first, of finding a rationale in the widespread and scattered occurrences of the name in time and space and, second, of identifying the Jumanos in terms of established ethnic and linguistic classifications.
THE "JUMANO PROBLEM"
The baseline for modem research on the Jumano is Hodge's historical study (1911) . Working with a more restricted body of primary sources than later researchers, Hodge attempted to understand the scattered geographical references to Jumanos which he found in the early Spanish sources as embodying the periodic movements and relocations of a single tribe of nomads.
Hodge was the first scholar to identify the "Cow Nation" of west Texas, visited by Cabeza de Vaca in 1536, with the Jumanos of the Espejo entrada and other early accounts. He believed that this tribe, located in the early sources at or near La Junta de los Rios, had migrated to New Mexico by 1598, when Jumanos were found to be living in or near the Tompiro pueblos. By 1629, when Fray Salas and other missionaries who were stationed in the eastern pueblos visited a Jumano encampment in the plains some 112 leagues (perhaps 250 miles) to the east of New Mexico, the tribe had moved again, Hodge reasoned. After Salas's visit, they evidently followed him back to the Tompiro pueblos in New Mexico. Arguing that the Jumanos would not live in a "village other than their own," Hodge (1911:251) concluded that the "great pueblo of the Xumanos" in the Tompiro area mentioned in the Spanish sources (Ayer 1900:285) must have been "an aggregation of dwellings of the more or less temporary kind which they were found to occupy when visited by Cabeza de Vaca and by Espejo on the lower Rio Grande." From this location he believed that the tribe again shifted back to the plains when the missionaries temporarily suspended work among them in 1631. The second recorded visit of Salas, in 1634, to Jumano rancherias on the Rio Nueces (again east of New Mexico, but south of their earlier location) was made "apparently for the purpose of bringing them back" (Hodge 1911:258) .
Hodge made very free interpretation of the locales and distances given in his sources, locating the Jumano settlements in the plains-from the time of Salas's visits up to that of Martin and Castillo in 1650-in the vicinity of El Cuartelejo, an area in western Kansas; however, in each case the original sources indicate locations either due east or southeast of New Mexico. Hodge was apparently guided in his interpretation by a desire to establish a lineal connection between the Jumanos and the Caddoan-speaking tribes of Kansas and Oklahoma, known from later sources. He suggested that the Jumano tribe divided after 1650, some of them locating in Texas (where they were found by expeditions out of New Mexico in 1654 and 1683), while others remained further north, becoming allied with the Pawnees and French. Since the Arkansas River "Panipiquets ... alias Jumanes" of the nineteenth century could be identified with the Tawehash or Taovayas (Wichita), Hodge (1911:268) believed that he could project the identification back in time to the Jumanos mentioned in sixteenth-century sources: "Their custom of tattooing, the character of their houses, and their semi-agricultural mode of life during the century they were first known, suggest relationship, if not identification with the Wichita people." Thus, the Jumano of the lower Rio Grande were claimed as ancestors of the modern Wichita: the term "Jumano, " "originating in Chihuahua and New Mexico, passed into Texas, but seems to have been gradually replaced by the name 'Tawehash,' which in turn was superseded by 'Wichita."' The apparent disappearance of the Jumano, then, was "simply a matter of changing nomenclature" (Hodge 1911:268 ).
Hodge's interpretation of Jumano history was originally inspired by entries on the Tawehash and other Wichita groups which the historian Herbert Bolton submitted for inclusion in the Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico (1907-1910), of which Hodge was editor. At about the same time, Bolton did further research in the archives of Mexico and in 1911 responded with an article which also focuses on the "mystery" of Jumano identity and on their whereabouts during and after the end of the seventeenth century.
Bolton disagreed with Hodge's conclusion that the "Rio Nueces," on which the Jumanos were situated in 1634 and 1650, could be identified as the Arkansas. His careful analysis of the itineraries of the several Spanish expeditions to the "Nueces" between these dates and 1684 established the identity of this river as the Concho, and its confluent (the "San Clemente") as the Colorado of Texas. With a larger data base, Bolton was also able to correct Hodge's impression that the Jumanos had completely disappeared from their earlier territories by the beginning of the eighteenth century; he cited manuscript sources which indicated the presence, after this date, ofJumanos living together with Tobosos near the Rio Grande and also, allied with Apaches, near San Antonio.
An important part of the "Jumano problem" for Bolton was an evident shift in Jumano loyalties: until Spanish missionaries left Texas in 1693, the Jumanos were allies of Spain and implacable enemies of the Apaches, but when Spain reclaimed the territory in 1716, the Jumanos and Apaches there had become allied. After this date Spanish sources began to refer to "Apaches Jumanes, " indicating that to some observers the Jumanos were considered a division of the Apaches. When the Tawehash and Apache were at war in 1771, according to Bolton (1911: Jumano and Suma. The latter name was generally applied at the west, the former at the east. The Jumano included large sedentary colonies and nomad bands, the Suma were primarily wanderers. The name ranges through the following forms: Humano, Jumano, Jumana, Xumana, Chouman (French), Zumana, Zuma, Suma, Yuma" (Sauer 1934:68) . Sumas were almost as widely dispersed as Jumanos, ranging west into Sonora and as far south as Casas Grandes. Sauer believed that Suma groups which were located upstream on the Rio Conchos in the sixteenth century moved, in the seventeenth, into areas on both sides of the Rio Grande, replacing the Jumano "Otomoacas" and "Caguates" encountered by the earlier entradas.
Sauer assigned the Suma-Jumanos and their neighbors, the Conchos, to different divisions of the great Uto-Aztecan language stock. The Concho were aligned with the Pima and Opata, while the Suma-Jumano were set apart as "the northeasternmost lot of the North Mexican Uto-Aztecan peoples" (Sauer 1934:68) .
In a joint publication, "Some Aspects of the Jumano Problem," Scholes and Mera assessed the state of Jumano studies to 1940; they acknowledged the contributions of Hodge, Bolton, and Sauer and brought new historical and archaeological information to bear on the issues. Mera's contribution dealt with the archaeology of the Salines area of New Mexico, with special reference to the identification of the Jumano pueblos there. Scholes's paper proposed a solution to the problem of Jumano identity which has since been widely accepted. Observing that in some Spanish sources (specifically, the chronicles of the Ofiate expedition) the term "Jumano" was sometimes applied to people who were also described as "rayados" (i.e., painted or tattooed people), Scholes (1940:275) concluded that "in the early colonial period the name Jumano was used ... to designate all indios rayados."
As Scholes indicated, this sense of the term would have made it applicable to a large number of tribes, since decoration of the face and/or body was a widespread-indeed, almost universal-practice; the trick would be to distinguish between such generic "Jumanos" and an original group or groups which would have been the source of the name. However, Scholes presented only two examples to illustrate his point, and the argument, in retrospect, does not seem convincing. In fact, "Jumano" is not a term which was universally applied, as Scholes seems to suggest, to any and all painted and tattooed peoples; its use was much more selective. The explanation that several groups, separated in time and space, were called by this name simply because all of them practiced face or body painting may beg the question and may even have served to divert attention from the discovery of more specific and more meaningful historical connections linking these groups. 
La Junta and the Plains
The northward route via La Junta de los Rios and the lower Rio Grande was traveled by the exploring parties led by Fray Augustin Rodriguez and by Antonio de Espejo, in 1581 and 1582 respectively. Since the chroniclers of these expeditions, as well as other visitors who followed them, often used completely different terminology to refer to places and native groups, correlating their information is difficult, and scholars disagree about interpretation of these sources. The Lujan journal of the Espejo expedition is usually considered the most reliable source, partly because it includes a detailed, day-by-day itinerary and, in addition, because Lujan was assisted by a remarkable translator, a young boy named Pedro who had been taken from the La Junta area some years earlier by a slaving expedition and who had been raised in Lujan's household. The group designations and information about intelligibility relations which come, indirectly, from this source make Lujan's account of special importance as it relates to this area.
Both the Rodriguez and Espejo expeditions followed the Rio Conchos north and noted linguistic breaks between the several tribes along it and between these tribes and the La Junta inhabitants, as Forbes has pointed out. When the expeditions approached the river's mouth, each encountered a farming people, the Cabri or Abriaches (thought to be the later Julimes). Near La Junta the expeditions met people often termed "Patarabueyes." However, according to Espejo, the name "Patarabueyes" applied to the villagers in this vicinity was coined by slave hunters during earlier visits; thus it may not be a term relatable to cultural or linguistic groupings. Indeed, after leaving the Abriaches, Lujan Beyond El Paso the Espejo party crossed a barren stretch of roughly eighty leagues and went on to explore the populated areas to the north. At many of the pueblos they had been preceded not only by the Rodriguez expedition of 1581, but also by the Coronado entrada forty years earlier, not to mention several smaller official and unofficial exploring parties. Some of these explorers spent time in the buffalo plains, usually reached by way of Pecos Pueblo, and had repeated encounters with nomadic natives there; however, exact identification of specific ethnic groups is usually impossible.
The narratives of the Espejo expedition (Hammond and Rey 1966:209-11) deserve special note in this regard because of their identification of natives in this area as Jumanos. Espejo and his party visited Pecos, the most eastern of the pueblos, and followed the Pecos River southward, intending to continue along that route in order to reach the Rio Grande and La Junta. After spending almost a month on this trail (120 leagues by Espejo's calculation), they came upon three natives who were recognized as being "of the Jumano nation." The Spaniards were able to communicate with these Indians through the "Patarabueye" interpreter, Pedro. They were informed that the juncture of the Pecos with the Rio Grande was far downstream from La Junta and were directed to a shortcut. The Jumanos took the party "by good trails" an estimated forty leagues to their destination; on the way they stopped at a Jumano rancheria (probably, as Kelley [1986:14] suggests, the "Jediondo" settlement on Toyah Creek), where they were entertained with music and dancing, and they passed several other small Jumano camps before arriving at La Junta. According to Lujan, these Jumanos "in their clothing, appearance, and habitat are similar to the Pataragueys [sic]."
Thus the Espejo chronicles provide good evidence that the inhabitants of the La Junta area had close linguistic and cultural connections with people dwelling further up the Rio Grande and in the southern plains. They indicate that Jumanos hunted in the valley of the Pecos in the early historic period, that they inhabited the country between that river and the Rio Grande, and that linguistic and cultural continuity existed between these plains groups and the farming population at La Junta.
Jumano and Suma
Most authorities have acknowledged a close relationship or even an identity between Jumano and Suma. As Sauer (1934:68) has noted, "Suma" has usually been applied to groups ranging west of the Rio Grande as far as northern Sonora, "Jumano" to those ranging to the east. In the 1680s the Rio Grande between La Junta and El Paso was inhabited by small settlements of Sumas (noted by the Lopez-Dominguez de Mendoza expedition of 1684 [Bolton 1916 :322-23]), whereas Lujan had referred to Caguates and Otomoacas (Jumanos) in this region. It is not clear whether these people were the same basic population identified by different names or whether, as Sauer suggested, the Sumas had migrated into these areas, replacing the earlier "Jumano" groups. The nomenclature of individual groups ranges through a wide variety of similar forms, and thus the identification of references as Jumano or Suma has at times been arbitrary and perhaps influenced to a degree by geographical location.
However that may be, Scholes quotes and comments on an incident which attests to the linguistic relationship between Suma and Jumano. In 1682 a Jumano who had been taken prisoner by Plains Apaches was with his captors as they met and traded with Western Apaches and Sumas near Casas Grandes, the western extreme of the Suma range. At this meeting-which Spanish soldiers witnessed and recounted to an official who made a report to Governor Otermin-the Jumano, "overhearing some Sumas, whose language has a close connection to his own, took refuge with them" (Scholes and Mera 1940:287-88; also Forbes 1959:139). As Scholes remarks, the incident proves nothing about the affiliation of Jumano or Suma with Uto-Aztecan or any other language family; it does, however, confirm a degree of mutual intelligibility between people inhabiting the eastern and western extremes of the large expanse of territory spanned by Jumano and Suma.
Jumano and Piro
Scholes has also summarized most of the available information on the Jumanos whose presence in the southeastern Tompiro pueblos was noted by Ofiate in 1598 and who left that area by the 1670s. As we have seen, Hodge (1911) The original linguistic affiliations of the El Paso area refugees are difficult to reconstruct. Investigators two hundred years later failed to find any linguistic differences among the descendants of these various peoples; indeed, all had become rather thoroughly hispanicized. Nevertheless, a short vocabulary of Piro was collected by Bartlett near El Paso in 1850 and published with an introduction by Hodge in 1909. In the same year the vocabulary was analyzed by Harrington, with comparisons to languages of the three Pueblo branches of the Tanoan stock. As noted above, Harrington concluded that Piro should be classed with Tiwa. Harrington himself went to El Paso, but he was unable to find anyone with a speaking knowledge of the language among the few surviving Piro families. Harrington (1909:569) also "could obtain no satisfactory information ... about the Suma." However, he was told by several individuals that Isleta (Tiwa) was "cuasi la misma idioma" as Piro.
A general conclusion from the above discussion is that significant linguistic divisions probably did not exist between Piro (including Tompiro), Jumano, and Suma. Some of the evidence may suggest dialect variation, as would be expected in a language of such wide distribution; but nothing suggests a real break in intelligibility. As indicated by Harrington, the language classification of Piro (Tompiro), Jumano, and Suma should provisionally be the Tanoan language family, the Tiwa subfamily.
TIME PERSPECTIVE
Proceeding from the distribution and relationships of languages and peoples seen in the early historic period, one may speculate about the situation as it existed a relatively short time earlier, i.e., before the establishment of Athapaskan dominance in the southern plains. As suggested by Hyde (1959) In a more restricted sense, which would have applied especially to groups or individuals encountered outside of this primary area of provenience (in Arizona, among the Piro, and with the Hasinai and other Texas tribes), "Jumanos" were traders. In this role, the Jumanos were not only middlemen, carriers of goods, and agents of diffusion between native groups; they also became intermediaries between Spain and the tribes east of New Mexico and played an active role as "culture brokers" in the acculturative process in relation to these tribes (c.f. Kelley 1955). 2. This criticism is not meant to detract from Scholes's substantial contribution in formulating the "Jumano problem" or to deny him credit for a useful and ingenious suggestion toward its solution; it might be more appropriate to criticize those who have accepted the suggestion uncritically.
3. Their distinctive facial markings ("rayas") are a frequently noted Jumano feature. It is not clear whether they were produced by tattooing, painting, scarification, or some combination of methods. According to a description obtained by A. Bandelier (1984:54) in 1890, the Jumanos were "rather tall and with incisions and punctures on the face, which incisions were covered over with paint." This nineteenth-century statement may or may not be accurate for the Jumanos of two centuries earlier.
